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The Soul of a Tree 

By Nora Wilson Fry 

Only the rhythmic tapping of the daiku’s hammer punctuated the silence in the sun-dappled 

forest, answered softly by a delayed echo from the nearby mountains and valleys. He went by no 

name, and never signed his work, believing a true craftsman should trust his work to speak for 

itself.  

A gourmand of wood, the venerable kyoshou tested a piece of Hinoki cypress with shuttered 

eyes, stroking it to check its density. Deep sniffs and then a flick of the tongue to gauge if it were 

sweet. He pondered the gnarled grain, twisting, turning it to catch the light. His smile would 

come only rarely, like new needles on a fir. 

It called to the child, the curve of the grain, his eyes following where his chubby fingers longed 

to stroke. But every day they came—muttered, shouted, or growled—the only words the daiku 

would speak to him, “I don't want you, Ko. You are too young and too small. Not strong. Bad 

hands! So, you are out!” but still the boy stayed, under the master’s withering supervision. 

Anywhere else he felt barren of bark and sapless, only waiting for the fire.  

Forbidden to just stand and watch Ko could only sneak a look, watching from the edges of his 

eyes as the bristly haired daiku worked. Gnarled hands reverently transmuting each tree’s beauty 

into functional art, working with nature and not against her. Ko was a small silent spirit, 

deferentially sweeping long gossamer shavings from the floor, stacking raw wood and planed 

boards as smooth and reflective as glass, offering a ready eager unwanted extra hand. 
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Prohibited questions, the boy’s heart learned the subtle changes in sound as the blade moved 

through each layer toward the center until it reached the older, darker, and harder heartwood, 

where the tree began its life, and subtly changed its tune. The boy and the wood could only sigh 

as shavings fell like teardrops, leaving behind a surface so silky if you tried to sand it, it would 

be like sanding a mirror. 

Supplicants came and went from the master’s woodshop, drawn to the heart of the forest by the 

whispers of the beauty of the daiku’s work. As they came the master studied each the way he 

studied grains of wood in the sunlight, bringing into focus what was already present.  

Souls cankered by greed were driven away empty-handed by the sharp rasp of the master’s 

prickly rage. No matter the weight of the gold they placed on the scales, deaf to their pleading 

and threats, the master would not relent. Some tried to bribe the boy, but he felt the weight of the 

master’s gaze, and kept his silence and so they kept their gold.  

Others found riches in the skeins of dark brown lines of grain twisting and flowing, shimmering 

and glistening with lustrous flashes of gold and left with masterpieces for only the price of their 

journey.  

Though others came and went, Ko stayed, his alert passivity as ever-present as the scent of 

sawdust. Stealing scraps of knowledge dropped among the shavings on the floor. Carefully 

observing everything his master did, the boy’s senses became attuned to the rhythms, look, and 

feel of the materials and tools he never touched. Ko bowed as a fern beneath the dew to the 

unvoiced demands of the daiku’s eyes.  

Still, each day, the same words came. The boy’s patience was a blade peeling through each layer 

toward the center until it reached the older, darker, and softer heartwood of the daiku. And, 
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slowly, the words began to change. “Mendokusai!” shifted into a muttered, “Ganko boy! Head 

like oak.” As more days passed, a wordless guttural grunt became all that expressed the master’s 

annoyance with the boy’s continued presence. Then came a day with no words at all, only the 

whisper of the wood. a chisel held in an outstretched hand, and the flicker of a smile, barely seen. 

Heart beating in his throat, Ko quietly gathered the prepared waterstones his master used to hone 

the blades, sat at the bench, and reverently began. Eyes shining brighter than the well-honed steel 

as nothing, and everything, changed. 

Years passed, filled with the never-ending speech of silence. Until early one morning, having 

finished sweeping onion skin shavings from the floor, the young man stood alone in his 

workshop. In the surrounding forest tendrils of mist wafted among the trees, leaving behind 

shimmering tears to trickle noiselessly down the headstone and exquisitely crafted sotoba tucked 

gently between the gnarled roots of the moss-covered trees. 

Only the rhythmic tapping of the young daiku’s hammer punctuates the silence in the sun-

dappled forest, answered softly by a delayed echo from the nearby mountains and valleys. He 

goes by no name, and never signs his work, having learned firsthand that a master trusts his work 

to speak for itself. 

 


